Introduction 1
This project adopts the process of building a prototype for displaying TEI documents that encode collations of different text versions as a method for exploring and intervening in a sociotechnical system comprised of technical standards, theoretical goals, available tools, and social configurations. In addition to asking the methodological question of what is gained from the process of designing a prototype, I also explore conceptual issues related to the TEI standard, asking how technical choices and theoretical goals influence conceptions of textual editing.
2
This methodology is influenced by work in the fields of design and human-computer interaction (HCI) that asks what can be learned and achieved through the design of prototypes. Specifically, I take three points to be especially relevant to this project:
1. Design can build conceptual knowledge. Daniel Fallman (2007) argues that in addition to solving problems and producing products, design can lead to the creation of new knowledge. Building prototypes that explore possibilities outside current paradigms and placing them in use, Fallman claims, allows researchers to arrive at an understanding or description of the world that might be otherwise unobtainable. While this knowledge may come from observing a prototype in use, Fallman (2003, 231) also notes that the design process itself may lead researchers to new understanding through reflection. Seen in this way, prototypes do not solve technical problems but create situations for creating knowledge. Thus, these prototypes do not attempt the technical completeness of a final product, instead occupying a space Fallman describes as "a kind of middle ground between a thought experiment and a real thing" (2007, 197) . 2. Design can allow for critical reflection. Matt Ratto (2011, 253 ) extends Fallman's interest in design as a research method by introducing a critical dimension to the process, suggesting that working with materials and standards is a way to understand the values present in existing (and potential) systems. He describes critical making as a method for negotiating the perceived divide between critical thinking and pragmatic making. Prototypes are, for Ratto, not ends in themselves but instead means to better understand a system-combined with critical reflection on materials, processes, and outcomes, the act of making allows for a consideration of both practical and theoretical issues. 3. Design can communicate alternative visions. Where Ratto's critical making is primarily a process in which an individual or group explores a concept, Dunne (2005) introduces the term value fictions to refer to objects that are primarily rhetorical and that use the material reality and technical feasibility of a prototype to intervene in an existing conversation. In addition to considering prototypes as built and used, Dunne also considers them as rhetorical objects that are seen and imagined. While Dunne's work tends to be in the aestheticized realms of personal electronics and biotechnology, I'm interested in transporting the idea of value fictions to academic informatics and asking how a functioning prototype can be created to explore and communicate alternative values and methods of working.
3
Taken together, these theories suggest a process of design that moves from the exploration of concepts and values to an intervention in an existing system. While researchers working with TEI often build prototypes and systems as part of their workand often see such building as producing conceptual knowledge-theories like those discussed above suggest a potentially productive framework for viewing and articulating that building and knowledge production.
Methodology 4
In the following, I begin with a discussion of how technical systems and standards interact with theoretical positions and social configurations and analyze how an existing system for displaying TEI documents, the Versioning Machine, 1 influences conceptions of textual editing. I then present a prototype that uses this analysis to reimagine the Versioning Machine. While I begin with analysis and proceed to design, one of my claims is that these two processes are intertwined-understanding a sociotechnical system and designing a prototype to intervene in that system do not, in practice, happen sequentially but instead reinforce and feed back into each other. Designers draw on sociotechnical analysis as a way to identify issues and focus attention on areas of interest. Similarly, designers interact with technical systems in a way that provides a unique perspective from which to analyze those same systems.
5
Approaches to communicating these intertwined processes vary. Some researchers in HCI (see Aoki 2007 , Höök 2010 and Rosner 2012 have argued for various autoethnographic approaches, relying on their personal experiences and self-documentation to reflect on knowledge obtained through action. These researchers respond to the same conditions that prompt Donald Schön (1983) to claim that technical rationality and the scientific method are insufficient to describe the work of professionals such as designers. Claiming that professional knowledge is bound up in action, Schön (1983) argues that when confronted with a problematic situation, a professional "reflects on the understandings which have been implicit in action, understandings which he surfaces, criticizes, restructures, and embodies in further action" (1983, 50) . Autoethnographic narratives seem designed to present this reflection in a straightforward and transparent manner. Indeed, for knowledge that pertains to processes that are closely tied to the body and that do not produce an artifact, autoethnography seems a particularly apt method.
6
However, for communicating design research that does produce artifacts, John Bowers (2012, 68) suggests the value of creating annotated portfolios that "captur[e] the family resemblances that exist in a collection of artefacts, simultaneously respecting the particularity of specific designs and engaging with broader concerns." While annotated portfolios move away from the direct recording of reflection, they offer the researcher a way to structure a research process around issues that extend beyond an individual's experience. For the kind of investigation into sociotechnical systems suggested here, annotated portfolios seem to offer a way to focus design research, picking out features of design that can be used to guide further work. As Bowers (2012, 70) points out, designed artifacts engage with a heterogeneous set of concerns (practical, aesthetic, social, psychological) , and written accounts can only remark on some of these facets. William Gaver (2012) similarly describes this process of narrowing, claiming that annotated portfolios position an individual artifact within a range of possibilities and communicate a designer's opinions on the central concerns in a given domain. In this way, a written account of design research will respond to only some of the issues raised by an object, serving not as a replacement for the process of design but as a strategic product made possible by that process. By annotating a set of objects, researchers are able to use the reflective process of design to focus and communicate a set of theoretical goals in a way that bridges local, tacit knowledge and broader issues of relevance to a sociotechnical system. And while Bowers and Gaver both describe annotated portfolios as drawing together artifacts created by an individual designer (or a group of related designers), the method of focused annotation also seems a productive method for identifying the central concerns of a system prior to (and during) the design of a prototype meant to intervene in that system.
7
In communicating my own design research, I adopt here a method similar to the annotated portfolio, first giving an analysis of the Versioning Machine that draws out issues central to the tool's conception of the work of textual editing and then using those issues to focus my discussion of the prototype presented. This prototype is not intended to be an optimized solution to the issues discussed-indeed, several of the technical choices made in its design may be most productively viewed as pointing to difficult questions that remain unresolved. As one reviewer of this essay noted, the particularly thorny issue of whether a system for working with encoded texts can avoid imposing an interpretive schema is addressed in the prototype only by introducing other, equally serious problems. This is certainly the case. The prototype requires a somewhat idiosyncratic modification of the parallel segmentation method of encoding variance, and it stores annotations to texts externally and in the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. For the purposes of the prototype, this file was manually created, but it could of course be automatically generated from <note> elements encoded in a TEI document. However, these debatable choices can be seen as ways of testing limits, sketching boundaries, and communicating questions related to a system. As thought experiments that draw on the experiences of design and use, prototypes offer perspectives that can further current conceptual understandings and build toward better future systems.
Current States 8
During the creation of software tools, the assumptions and intentions of creators combine with pragmatic choices and accidental variations to encourage or discourage certain user behaviors. While aspects of these tools may reflect technological limitations or unintended consequences entailed by the complicated process of writing software, intentional authorial choices are also incorporated as rules into code, suggested in documentation, or encouraged through interface design. Lawrence Lessig (2006, 6) , for example, examines the ways code has been used to design an Internet with various values built into its structure and suggests that we should ask who does this building and with what values in mind. Similarly, Florence Millerand and Geoffrey C. Bowker (2009, 152) point to the way technical standards are never merely technical, acting as social forces that arrive bearing assumptions about the configuration of people and tools with which they will interact. While the TEI Guidelines are adopted in various ways and for various purposes, their values and assumptions-as well as those of tools built to interact with these standards-similarly structure the social and theoretical work of textual editing. As tools and interfaces are built, as guidelines are refined, and as institutions and scholars make decisions about whether and how to adopt TEI, these values and assumptions should be made transparent.
9
When preparing a digital scholarly edition, a textual editor must negotiate between technical constraints, theoretical goals, available tools, and social configurations. Standards and guidelines influence technical and theoretical possibilities. Available tools and interfaces influence the practice of encoding texts. And encoding practices influence how users access and scholars work with texts. The Modern Language Association's (MLA) Guidelines for Editors of Scholarly Editions (2011) notes the diversity of possible approaches to textual editing, suggesting that editors focus on different aspects of a text based on their theoretical perspective and that these perspectives "range broadly across a spectrum … and editors may select a given methodology for a variety of reasons." In this way, interfaces and theories may be contingent on each other, with some theoretical approaches to textual editing producing documents that are incompatible with the assumptions of some tools (and vice versa). Tanya Clement (2011, 8) suggests that the process of choosing what to encode may even begin with a consideration of an eventual interface and claims that "the standard or model for encoding a text depends on how the scholar defines the digital textual event in which it will be enacted." This interaction between theoretical goals and imagined uses, with the process of encoding caught up in the middle, draws attention to the way a text encoded in TEI might, to some extent, be linked to an eventual instantiation. 11 From a theoretical perspective, parallel segmentation works well with Galey's stated goals, as it does not require that the editor establish a hierarchy by specifying a base text, a witness that will be taken as the original or the reading against which all other witnesses will be compared. From a technical perspective, parallel segmentation makes the design of Galey's prototype simpler by bringing all variants together in one element where they can easily be manipulated, whereas the double end-point attachment method allows variants to be distributed either within a single file or across several. And from a perspective that considers how editors currently work with TEI, parallel segmentation has the advantage of being relatively easy to write and interpret in a basic text editor.
12 The choice to work with the parallel segmentation method means that texts encoded using other methods cannot be used with Galey's prototype. The location-referenced method requires editors to identify only the beginning of the text to which a variant refers, although they may also use the <lem> element to specify the full text referred to. Using the <lem> element in this way, however, would create additional work in programming the interface (which would need to perform text-matching to identify the location of the variants) as well as in specifying the lemmas in the encoded text. Indeed the TEI Guidelines notes that editors often choose not to perform the extra work of including lemmas and that, if a full reconstruction of all witnesses is desired (as it is with Galey's prototype), the location-referenced method is less appropriate than other methods (TEI Consortium 2012). Galey's choice, then, of parallel segmentation can be seen as an example of how theoretical goals, technical constraints, and social configurations can determine how texts are encoded. 13 The Versioning Machine provides an opportunity for a more nuanced exploration of these relationships, as well as a discussion of how they influence conceptions of textual editing. Conceived by Susan Schreibman, the Versioning Machine is a set of XSLT, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files that allows textual editors to create web interfaces to display TEI documents that encode collations of different text versions (Schreibman, Kumar, and McDonald 2003, 102) . As I worked to redesign and reimagine the Versioning Machine, I asked how certain technical features determine how texts are encoded and how these choices might be seen as encouraging-but not formally enforcing-a conception of textual editing as the creation, by a single editor, of a document that is intended for one instantiation. I also asked how a prototype could be designed that would experiment with alternate conceptions of textual editing, exploring ways that an encoded document might be shared by researchers and instantiated in a variety of ways. The observations below result from repeated cycles of interaction with the Versioning Machine and development of the prototype presented here, which I am arguing can be used not to fix, improve, or innovate on a given system but to come to understand the values and assumptions of that system and to communicate alternatives. In this way, the following annotations are not a complete description of the Versioning Machine but instead a focused interpretation that delimits a field of interest discussed in the next section. 
Creating Annotations 14
The conception of textual editing implied by the Versioning Machine is perhaps best seen in its treatment of editorial annotations. Using the <note> element, editors place annotations directly within the text, adjacent to the element on which they want to comment. The TEI Guidelines refer to this method as implicit linking, as the relationship between annotation and text must be understood through positioning rather than a more explicit declaration (TEI Consortium 2012) . While the method is less precise than using @target and @targetEnd attributes to specify the exact scope of the reference, it does allow for notes to be placed within larger units (for example, adjacent to a single letter within a line) and is easy for editors to implement in a basic text editor.
15 However, the Versioning Machine's implementation of implicit linking can also encourage a conception of the encoded text as entangled with content specific to an editor (or consistent editorial team). While the <note> element allows for a @resp attribute to differentiate the contributions of multiple editors, this information is not reflected by the Versioning Machine interface. In the Versioning Machine's provided sample texts, editorial responsibility is claimed in the <teiHeader> for the entire document, and in the instances when the @resp attribute is attached to elements, the value of "editor" is used, implying that responsibility is consistent across the document. Together with the interface's lack of support for the @resp attribute, these examples suggest how systems can encourage certain assumptions without formally requiring them. While a text could be encoded with annotations from multiple editors with differing interpretations, the Versioning Machine is not designed to make these choices visible. Further, its sample texts model encoding as a process that enmeshes a set of interpretations with a text, encouraging the document to be seen as the work of a 16 Stand-off markup, described by Piotr Bański (2010) as "creating/organizing a structure in resource A out of elements of resource B by pointing to them" offers an alternative approach to this issue. Essentially, stand-off markup represents a broad approach to encoding in which annotations are separated from the elements to which they refer. In the context of editorial annotations, for example, the concept of stand-off markup suggests that notes and other features specific to an editor might be stored in a separate file.
17 While the Versioning Machine assumes that <note> elements will be placed directly in the text, the TEI Guidelines describe alternative methods that would allow these notes to exist in other locations. For example, <note> elements can be linked to sections of text either by inserting <ptr> elements into the text or by using the XPointer Framework, which relieves the need to clutter a text with a potentially large number of <ptr>s. Both methods suggests different conceptions of the work of textual editing. For example, moving an individual editor's annotations into an external file suggests that encoded texts might be used by multiple editors to express various critical goals and interpretations. Similarly, storing annotations externally suggests that an interface to display encoded texts might bring together multiple interpretations in flexible ways. Rather than seeing an encoded text as the work of one editor, this conception of textual editing imagines that interpretations might be mixed and matched and that encoded texts might have a variety of instantiations. And while a system that relies on implicit linking might not technically foreclose these possibilities, the relationship between standards, practice, and interfaces is more than technical-editors work based on models of what is possible and, to some extent, imagine those outcomes that available tools encourage.
Changing Styles
18 The Versioning Machine also presents an interesting context to think about the relationship between a text's encoding and subsequent instantiation in an interface. Specifically, in the Versioning Machine, environment changes to the interface are seen as connected with changes to the text encoding, suggesting that editors might be encouraged to see the work of encoding as leading to a single instantiation. On a surface level, this can be seen in the way editors choose between the two stylesheets provided for use with the Versioning Machine. For example, to select the alternate style of interface created by Tanya Clement for her Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven project, an editor is instructed to change the XML stylesheet declaration, found at the top of the TEI document, to reference the vmachine_evfl.xsl file that is packaged with the tool. This minor change alters the appearance of the Versioning Machine interface. More importantly, though, it also has several implications for how encoded texts are processed -and, as a consequence, for how editors encode texts. <note> elements with a @type attribute of "image," for example, are displayed normally with the default styling but are not displayed at all with the alternate styling. Similarly, if <note> elements with a @type attribute of "critIntro" are included in a specific location in the TEI document, they will be displayed, with the alternate styling, in a special popup panel. Finally, selecting the alternate stylesheet allows editors to use a modified version of the location-referenced method of encoding textual variants in addition to the parallel segmentation method. The Versioning Machine documentation notes that using this method allows editors to connect sections of text that may appear in different locations, and Tanya Clement and Gaby Divay (2012) connect the need for this method of encoding variants with the goal of allowing readers a high level of engagement with a complex text. However, this high level of engagement, performed as described in the documentation, limits the ways the text can be displayed. In the Versioning Machine, a change to the style of the interface is often accompanied by a change to the way the text is encoded.
19 Thus, an editor who decides to use the alternate stylesheet makes at least one change to an encoded document (by changing the stylesheet declaration) and will likely make other changes to either accommodate the alternate behavior (by changing the @type attribute of <note> elements that might have appeared using the original stylesheet or by including location-referenced encoding). While these modifications may be seen as minor, they reinforce a conception of textual editing that sees encoded files as leading to a particular instantiation. As with the issue of stand-off markup noted above, this is in many ways consistent with current understandings of textual editing. Alongside the problem area of how individual interpretations relate to the practice of encoding is the issue of how encoding relates to an eventual instantiation in an interface.
Alternate States
Figure 2: Excerpts from the "Lestrygonians" chapter of James Joyce's Ulysses displayed in the prototype interface.
20 While the prototype created for this project 3 is based on the Versioning Machine, it diverges from that original in several ways designed to experiment with alternative conceptions of textual editing.
Changing Styles 21
Like the Versioning Machine, the prototype discussed here provides users with options to change the appearance and behavior of the created interface. However, the options offered by the prototype differ from those of the Versioning Machine in several ways. First, the options do not alter the processing of the encoded text-where I argue above that changing styles in the Versioning Machine assumes that an editor will return to the text and modify the encoding, the prototype's options change only the appearance of the interface, meaning there is no reason for an editor to modify an encoded text in response to a change in interface style. Second, where users of the Versioning Machine select the alternate style of interface by modifying the encoded text, the prototype inserts an intermediary step in the process. Instead of directly transforming an XML file into an interface using XSLT, the prototype includes an additional step, using JavaScript, that specifies options for the appearance and functioning of the created interface.
Example 2: JavaScript code providing options for changing the appearance of the interface created by the prototype. 22 Using these options, users can control the appearance and behavior of the interface, specifying its height, whether the first witness should be scrollable or fixed, and whether the interface should fill the entire browser window or should instead be constrained within another element such as a column of text. Users can also choose to have the interface display only certain segments of text, specified by @xml:id attributes of <app> elements, or only certain witnesses. These options allow users to create a variety of instantiations from one encoded text. For example, a user might want to compare only some witnesses from the many encoded in one TEI document or focus on only one section from a long text. These options suggest alternative ways of working with encoded text, giving editors the ability to use (and reuse) documents, experimenting quickly with different configurations of text and interface to, ultimately, make a broad range of arguments. Editors can try out new ways of presenting texts and can present the same text in multiple ways by creating a series of editions based on one TEI document, offering readers of digital editions new ways to experience a text.
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Creating Annotations
23 As a way of experimenting with how encoded files might be interpreted and presented in multiple ways, the prototype also avoids the implicit linking of annotations that was seen in the Versioning Machine. Instead, it implements a version of stand-off markup that places annotations in a separate file, encoded in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). When writing the JavaScript code that instantiates and gives options for the interface, users can specify a file containing annotations, and when the interface is created the annotations in the external file are matched to the @xml:id attributes of the document's <app> elements. In this way, the same TEI document could be used in multiple instantiations, each bringing together the text with a different set of annotations. In example 3, the id option refers to <app> elements in the encoded text. The wit option declares with which witnesses the annotation should be associated; if it is not included, the annotation will be applied to all witnesses. The text option provides the content of the annotation, and the resp option specifies the editor responsible for the annotation. While it removes the more overt marks of an individual editor from the encoded text, there are still significant aspects of the encoding that will stem from specific theoretical goals and choices-for example, the segmentation of the textual variants into <app> elements. Further, only by requiring the use of the @xml:id attribute on <app> elements does the prototype overcome the implicit nature of parallel segmentation, but this is a somewhat idiosyncratic solution adopted to deal with the current technical difficulty of working extensively with the double endpoint attachment method. This concession highlights the negotiated nature of any kind of segmentation of the text. While multiple editors may annotate a text and multiple annotations may be brought together in various configurations, the segments that can be commented on are, as described here, a limit to the separation of interpretation and textual markup. Similarly, the tension between standards adoption and idiosyncrasy raises the question of how far this separation can extend, as well as the circumstances in which it would be desirable. The negotiation of segments, after all, could prove to be a productive conversation at the local level while simultaneously representing a failure from a system perspective.
26 While one of the benefits of building prototypes is the opportunity to foster these conversations about the boundaries of practice, I would also argue that there is a benefit to allowing users to see the effects of an imperfect implementation. Moving annotations into an external file, regardless of technical specificities, allows for certain practices of textual editing to be enacted and also for the implications of stand-off markup beyond this prototype to be imagined. By allowing multiple sets of annotations to be created based on a single TEI document and by presenting users with the option to create instantiations that bring encoded texts and annotations together in different ways, the prototype presents and opens for debate an alternative conception of textual editing. James Cummings (2009, 307) refers to editions that use a similar kind of stand-off markup as "agile editions," claiming that moving markup that is "not directly related to the transcription of the text" into external files allows the encoded documents to be used (and reused) easily and flexibly (307). This issue of reuse is fundamentally connected with conceptions of the work of textual editing-both Cummings' work and the prototype presented here point to ways that a single encoded text could serve as a common hub for multiple editors to come together to annotate a text based on each individual's theoretical goals, and to ways that an exhibit of these annotations could be created to present, in series, a range of interpretations. At the same time, prototypes, as opposed to written articles, can also make visible the technical and theoretical problems inherent in such a system. Indeed, one reviewer of this article points out that the system described would require multiple editors to comment on a text that has already been segmented: "Each individual's theoretical goals will (by design) still be secondary to those of the first editor … Additional annotations will always have to function as commentary to some basic editorial decisions." This issue points to areas for further work, suggesting that future systems might require either an extremely fine-grained segmentation (at the word level, for example) of the text or the use of the XPointer framework to specify areas of text without prior segmentation.
Methodological Reflections 27
There are certainly ways of looking at these modifications to the Versioning Machine as irrelevant or even wrong. For example, the options that are specified by JavaScript are in many ways similar to those that might be set in an XSLT stylesheet. Similarly, it might be claimed that it makes little difference where annotations are stored; even those stored internally in <note> tags and implicitly linked can easily be processed and moved to an external file. The systems imagined above-in which an encoded text is brought together in various ways with a range of interpretations-are certainly possible without implementing the specific changes described here. And the choice to store annotations in the JSON format instead of XML would be unlikely to hold in a system designed to be technically optimal.
28 Further, the prototype, in responding to the Versioning Machine, creates its own assumptions about textual editing. It assumes competency in the JSON format as well as the current limitations associated with text editors and the infeasibility of working with extremely complex XML documents. It also opts, in some instances, to limit certain possibilities (the visual differentiation of certain kinds of notes, for example) while integrating others, such as the @resp attribute, that speak to the concerns addressed here. And, in requiring the use of the parallel segmentation method, the prototype struggles with questions of the extent to which an encoded text can be displayed in multiple systems. While it was noted that the Versioning Machine requires a change in encoding to effect a change in appearance, the degree to which the prototype addresses this issue may be seen as slight. The value here is perhaps not in solving a problem but in triangulating its existence: the prototype presents another view of the current situation of textual editing. Placed alongside the Versioning Machine, I hope the prototype will allow for a richer space of discussion.
29 As Millerand and Bowker (2009, 152) note of another specialized XML schema, the Ecological Metadata Language, a markup language is "defined a priori as a solution to a set of technical problems-a solution from which will issue the one good tool that can be used by all." However, Millerand and Bowker also note that these technical solutions have social consequences and that the "one good tool" must be considered in relation to local enactment, the process by which it is modified for actual use. There may be optimal solutions, but there are also workarounds and experiments that do not necessarily seek optimal solutions to technical problems. Reimagining a system like the Versioning Machine allows designers to confront difficulties and interact with workarounds and experiments. This experience can be used to reflect on conceptual issues, and these issues can be communicated and debated through the prototype designed. Indeed, for design research, the futures imagined need not necessarily be desirable; instead, provocative or even undesirable designs might be used to investigate conceptual issues (Odom et al. 2012, 339) .
30 And because prototypes like the one described here are based on current technologies and present themselves as available for use, this interaction with conceptual issues is also available to users through experiment and discussion. Stephanie Schlitz and Garrick Bodine (2009, 340) note this value in describing the Versioning Machine as primarily serving a communicative function, claiming that, while the tool had been used in only one project at the time of their writing, its value in contributing to discussions of tool development "cannot be overstated." Indeed, the greatest value of some tools may be their rhetorical qualities in relation to a field of discourse. As with Dunne's value fictions, both the Versioning Machine and the prototype presented here gain rhetorical force because they are based on existing standards; they adhere to current states of knowledge and are placed in a context of use that provokes a certain kind of discussion. While objects displayed in an art gallery, Dunne (2005, 86) notes, draw attention to the skill of their creators, they "overlook the challenge to the status quo insertion into everyday life might bring about." Prototypes of academic tools seem especially suited to this kind of intervention. Necessarily grounded in an existing discourse and often remarking on their own theoretical goals-but also put before scholars as potential tools to be picked up and used-these projects can challenge assumptions not just through conventional argument but also through presentation and use. The Software Studies Initiative's ImagePlot software, for example, allows users to download a software tool and quickly begin experimenting with a new method. Instead of reading an article as a way of evaluating the group's method of visualizing large numbers of images based on features such as brightness and hue, users can, in a sense, give it a test run. Users can accept the method as useful or find it inappropriate for their area of interest-but in either case, they have interacted with a visualization method put forward as of use in humanities contexts and have considered its merits in a way perhaps not afforded by a written article.
31 Among digital humanities scholars, there has been considerable interest in the epistemological properties of such built objects, from Willard McCarty's (2004, under "Conclusion") notion of modeling as "a continual process of coming to know by manipulating representations" to discussions of the rhetorical function of prototypes. Alan Galey and Stan Ruecker (2010) describe prototypes as making arguments, claiming the need for appropriate interpretation and evaluation. Stephen Ramsay and Geoffrey Rockwell (2012, 78) respond that once an object functions discursively, "the artifact has ceased to be a tool and has become something else." One value of the theories I have referenced from outside the humanities is their negotiation of this divide between rhetoric and utility; because a prototype functions, these theories suggest, it can make especially persuasive arguments. If the values and assumptions of systems are of interest, it may be the case that descriptions of proposed standards or technical articles are ill- (2009) notes, issues alone may not bring together an informed public for debate, but designed objects can communicate issues in a way that invites productive response. The prototype described here can be accepted, rejected, or modified in ways that theoretical arguments cannot-its propositions can, in effect, be downloaded, tested, forked, and modified. Design research is valuable for opening these spaces of critical analysis and discussion, and for imagining and presenting for evaluation alternative futures to the sociotechnical systems that underlie the current academic work of textual editing.
